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, in the scalar potential which is F{at











and  are of opposite sign. If such a direction exists it will
acquire a vacuum expectation value (VEV) cancelling the anomalousD{term,
restoring supersymmetry and stabilizing the string vacuum. Since the elds
corresponding to such a at direction typically also carry charges for the non{



















































. These scalar VEVs will in general break some, or all, of the
additional symmetries spontaneously.
Additionally one must insure that the supersymmetric vacuum is also F{
at. Each supereld 
m








) that appears in the superpotential imposes further constraints
on the scalar VEVs. F{atness will be broken (thereby destroying spacetime







i = 0; hW i = 0; (5)
where W is the superpotential which contains cubic level and higher order














Some of the elds appearing in the non{renormalizable terms will in general
acquire a non{vanishing VEV by the anomalous U (1) cancellation mechanism.
Thus, in this process some of the non{renormalizable terms induce eective
renormalizable operators in the eective low energy eld theory wherein either
all elds or all elds but one are replaced with VEVs. One must insure that
such terms do not violate supersymmetry at an unacceptable level.
2
2 A Minimal Superstring Standard Model
In addition to possessing an anomalous U (1)
A












models generically contain numer-












charges and others of which also carry hidden sector
(non){Abelian charges. Recently, we showed that in some of these models it
is actually possible to decouple all such non{MSSM states from the low en-
ergy eective eld theory. For example, in the \FNY" model rst presented
in Ref. 3, we discovered there are several at directions
4;5
for which almost all





GeV) while the remaining MSSM{charged exotics (usually composed
of simply a SU (3)
C
triplet/anti{triplet pair) acquire masses slightly suppressed






). Some of our at directions ac-
complishing this feat contain only VEVs of non{Abelian singlet elds
5;6
while
others of ours also contain VEVs of non{Abelian charged elds
7;8
. Along these
















) elds and a




, are the only MSSM{charged elds that
remain massless signicantly below the FI scale. The non{MSSM{charged
singlet elds and hidden sector non{Abelian elds that also remain massless
below the FI scale vary with the at direction chosen.
The complete massless spectrums produced, respectively, by four singlet
at directions were presented in Ref. 6. Detailed analysis of the associated
three generation mass textures was also performed therein. The leading mass















for all four directions. The non{
Abelian directions considered in Ref. 7 produced similar results. This presented
a phenomenological diÆculty for our rst few MSSM{producing at directions
by implying that the left{handed component of the top and bottom quarks live
in dierent multiplets. A more detailed study of the mass textures possible
from non{Abelian at directions is underway and will be presented in Ref. 9.
3 Phenomenogolical Implications
A string{derived three generation MSSM low energy eective eld theory re-
sulting from the decoupling of all MSSM{charged exotics via an anomaly{
cancelling at direction possesses some unique phenomenological characteris-
tics (independent of the viability of the associated MSSM mass matrices). For
instance, we found that at least one U
i
combination usually remains unbroken
by a given at direction. Generally the surviving extra Abelian symmetries




. Relatedly, a common
feature in the surviving U
i
combinations is a avor non{universality. Thus, the
3
distinctive collider signatures of a Z
0
arising from one such symmetry will be a
non{universality in the production of the dierent generations. An additional
Z
0
of this type has also been suggested as playing a role in suppressing proton
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